Interior Maintenance:
Proper interior care is essential to the longevity of your restroom trailer. Cleaning products
need to be carefully chosen based on their recommended use. Do not use any harsh cleaning
products and none containing bleach or ammonia. Never use a hose or pressure washer inside
your trailer as this may cause unintended damage.
It is best to begin cleaning at the ceiling and work your way down. Using your multipurpose
cleaner and a rag, spray the ceiling, walls, and partitions with a misting of cleaner and wipe
down. Also be sure to clean the inside of the doors, the door pulls and the deadbolts.
Use a glass/multi-surface cleaner to clean the vanities, countertops, sinks, faucets, and mirrors.
Important note to spray the cleaner on the rag and not let the cleaner seep behind the mirror
when cleaning them.
Some like to clean the interior of the toilets and urinals using a wand style cleaner with
disposable pads.
The following is from the toilet instruction manual:
For routine cleaning, use SeaLand® Toilet Bowl Cleaner.
If this cleaner cannot be found in your area, contact
Dometic for your nearest dealer. If the cleaner is not
available, use most any non-abrasive bathroom and
toilet bowl cleaner. Please follow label instructions.
FLUSH BALL CLEANING: After a period of time, mineral
deposits from hard water may build up on the flush ball or
seal, resulting in a slow water leak. To prevent this, periodically
clean the flush ball and seal.
1. Remove minor debris from the flush ball and seal by slowly pressing and releasing the flush pedal
several times. This will loosen and rinse debris from the surfaces. Repeat several times for
stubborn buildup.
2. If step 1 does not fully clean the ball and seal, clean with a soft bristle brush and SeaLand Toilet
Bowl Cleaner. Turn off water supply to toilet. Fully clean the top of the flush ball and under the seal
where it contacts the flush ball.
3. After cleaning underside of seal, apply light downward pressure to top of seal while brushing
around full perimeter of seal.
4. Turn on water supply. Press flush lever to open flush ball, and use brush and water to rinse away
cleanser and loosened deposits.

Use a disinfectant spray and a rag to clean the toilet seats, and the outside of the toilet bowls
and urinals. Make sure to clean the top of the seat and then the bottom, and to clean behind
the toilet base shroud.
Clean the floors by first sweeping with a soft bristle broom and then a wet “mop” like a Swiffer
WetJet or the like. Lastly, look around the trim at the floor and wall joint and wipe with a rag if
necessary.

